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Figure 58 

minimum S p= 

5 Using Mohr's stress circle to 
determine extreme stresses 

5.1 Aitematlve stress elements at a point 
We have already seen that the s t m  at a point can be completely described 
using the Mohr's circle model. From a known stress element, the Mohr's 
circle model enables us to quickly determine stresses in other directions 
(i.e. on other elements) at the same point. 

Using the Mohr's circle of Figure 56 estimate the stresses on an element 
inclined at 45' anticlockwise from the element aligned with the X, y 
directions. Draw the inclined element and mark in the stresses. 

Figure 56 

80jr./MN m-' 

- P - P - 

SA0 31 
Figure 57 illustrates part of a heavy press, a bar having a cross-sectional 
area of 0.0025 m'. Estimate the stresses on an element at P and aligned 
with the X ,  y directions. Draw Mohr's circle and use it to determine the 
stresses on elements at inclinations of (a) 15" and (h) 75" to the X direction. 

SA0 96 
The stresses on an element of a beam am shown in Figure 58. (a) Draw 
Mohr's circle. (b) Estimate the st- on an element at the same point but 
at 35" clockwise to the known element. 

Refer to the Mohr's circle that you have just drawn in SAQ 35. Use it to 
estimate (a) the maximum tensile stress, (b) the direction of the maximum 
tensile stress, (c) the maximum compressive stress, (d) the maximum shear 
stress, and (e) the shear stress when the normal s tms  is maximum. 

5.2 Principai stresses 
You have s a n  in SAQs 31, 32 and 36 that there am extreme values of 
normal and shear stmses at a point in a loaded component. On= Mohr's 
circle is drawn, it can be used to estimate the extreme stresaes in the 
material at that point. This estimation is important, remember, because 
the behaviour of the material is related to the extreme stremx. 

Mohr's circle shows graphically the variation of the s t m  components a, 
and r, with inclination 0. The extreme normal stmses are represented by 
the extreme points, right and left, on the circle. The maximum and 
minimum values of the normal stress at a point are called the principal 
stresses. The principal stresses (Figure 59) are then represented by the 
points labelled a, and a, when the circle cuts the a@ axis (a, always the 



one to the right, and a, always the one to the left). Note that by definition 
the shear stress coordinates at these points are zero, the principal stresses 
are the normal stresses for which the associated shear stresses are zero. The 
planes (or element faces) upon which the principal stresses act are called 
principal planes. WPr *W 

Once we have a known stress element and have drawn the Mohr's circle it 
is a simple matter to measure the values of the principal stresses and 
determine the location of the principal stress element faces (i.e. the 
principal planes) upon which they act. We thus identify the principal stress 
element. Suppose we have a known element as shown in Figure 60(a), and 
the Mohr's stress circle for the point, drawn to scale, Figure 60(b). 

Figure 60 

We can read off the value of maximum principal stress 0, as about 
104.0 MN m-,, and the angle between the X-face plot and the 0, plot as 
50". Thus the element face (principal plane) upon which 0, acts is ) X 50" 
clockwise from the X-face (remember the angle on the circle is double the 
angle on the actual element). 

We can read off the value of minimum principal stress 0, as about 
26.0 MN m-'. The plot of a, is 180" clockwise from plot 0, (it is the 
opposite end of a diameter), thus the face upon which 0, acts is 90" 
clockwise from the 0,-face. Noting that the shear stress coordinates 
accompanying the principal stress coordinates are zero, we can sketch the 
principal stress element with reference to the original known element as in 
Figure 61. 

Example 
At a certain point on the outside ofa shah, which is subjected to a twisting 
moment (torque) and a tensile force, the axial tensile stress is 30 MN m-' 
and the shear stress 50 MNm-l  (Figure 62). Estimate the principal 
stresses and draw the inclined element with the principal stresses. 

28.0 
Figure 61 

- 

L 
30MNm-* 

60MNm-' 

Figure 62 



First draw MOWS circk (Figure 63a): 
1 Scale: 10 mm: 20 MN m-' on both axes. 
2 X (30.50) MN m-', Y (0, -50) MN m-'. 
3 Join XY, mark in C. Check C is the point (15.0) MN m-'. 
4 Draw Mohr's circle. 

Estimate and draw the principal stresses: 
1 a,-68MNm-', a l=-  37 MN m-l. 
2 28 = 74' clockwise, B = 37" clockwise. 
3 Draw the element experiencing the principal stresses ( F i r e  63b). 

r = 0 on this element. 

-0 57 
Figure 64 shows the state of strcss at a point P on the outside of a 
cylindrical pressure vcsscl which is subjected to applied pressure, axial 
tension and torque. Estimate the principal stresses and draw the element 
experiencing the principal stresses. (Neglect the pressure s t m  in the z 
d i i o n . )  

5.9 Maxlmum shear stresses 
The other extreme levels of stress at a point a n  the maximum shear 
stresses. These do not have a special name but like the principal stresses 
arc represented by the extremc limits of the Mohr's circle, this time in the 
vertical 7, direction. Note that because of the complementary nature of the 



shear stresses the values of maximum shear stress on faces at 90' to one 
another (180" on the circle) arc the same (Section 1.2). Note also that by 
definition the maximum shear stress plots must always be 90' from the 
principal stress plots, thus the faces representing the planes of maximum 
shear stress must be 45" from the principal planes. In other words the 
maximum shear stress element is located at 45" from the principal s t m  
ekment. 

figure 65 shows the element and Mohr's circle analysed earlier in figure 
60. and also shows the maximum shear s t m  plots. 

Figure 65 

We can read off the value of maximum shear stress, r,,, as about 
39.0 MN m-', and the angle between the X-facc plot and the +r,, plot is 
40" anticlockwise. Thus the element face upon which +r,. acts is f X 40" 
anticlockwise from the X-face (i.e. the maximum shear stress clement is 
f X 90" from the principal stress element), Figure 66. Note that although 
the principal s t m  element always has zero shear stress on it, the 
maximum shear stress element may also have normal stresses acting, in 
this case one measured as 65.0 MN m-'. 

anticlockwisn 
fmm X-face 

X-face 
(original 

SA0 38 fmm 

With reference to SAQ 37 and Figun 64, if the material of the pressure 
l 

vessel is known to fail in shear when the shear stress reaches a value of Figure 66 

305.0 MN m-', estimate the safety factor, defined here as r,.,Jr,. In 
what direction would you expect a crack to appear? 

5.4 Prindpal and maxlmum shear siresses by 
analysis of Mohr's circle 

You may already have real id that it is not ncassary actually to draw a 
Mohr's stress circle to scale, in order to determine the data you q u i r e .  If 
you are familiar with the idea of ~ 0 n S i d e ~ g  various elements and their 
Mohr's circles, you can just sketch the appropriate circle for your 



Figure 67 

particular element and use it as an aid to calculation by refening to the 
governing circle equation (Section 4.1). This has already been hinted at in 
the Mohr's circle procedure, Section 4.2 and in SAQs 31 and 32 To 
summarize, consider the plane stress element and its Mohr's circle in 
Figure 67. The equations below give the data we are likely to require. The 
equations can be used with care for any plane stress element, prmided any 
signs of stresses which are different to those in the element shown are 
changed accordingly in the equations. 

By inspection of Figure 67,for the particular plane stresselement shown the 
data we need is: 

1 The antre of the circle is at (+(U,, +U,), 0). 

2 The maximum shear stress is equal to the radius of the circle 

= *Jt(U,, - a,,)' +c:, 

3 The maximum principal stress o, is given by the centre coordinate 
plus the radius, i.e. 

01 =+(ox. + uyy) + Jt(uxr - ~,J '  + Zy 
4 The minimum principal stress a, is given by the centre coordinate 

minus the radius, i.e. 

0 2  = $(alr +ayy) - Jf(all - oYy)' 

5 The angle between the known plane stress plot X and the maximum 
principal plane stress plot, 20, is given by 

20= tan-' =X, =tan-' 2%y 
01. - f(o,, + ayy) Ox= -ay ,  

6 The angle between the known plane and the principal plane is given 
by 0, i.e. 

0 = f  tanL' 2rxy clockwise 
au  - oyy 

7 The maximum shcar stress plane is 45" from the maximum principal 
plane anticlockwise. 

90" - 20 
8 The maximum shear stress plane is 2 

= 45" - 0 from the 
known stress plane. 



9 Angles between faces or planes in or on an element arc in the same 
direction as (but half the value of) the angles on the Mohr's circle 
between the stress plots for the planes. 

Provided the known element stresses arc comctly identified and plotted 
on a sketch of the particular Mohr's stress circle you can with practice 
quickly obtain accurate values of maximum shear stress, principal stnsscq 
and locate the planes upon which they act. We use the above equations 
coupled with a simple sketch of the circle, runembering to change the 
relevant signs if the directions are different to those in Figure 67.1 prefer 
this method rather than constructing m accurate scaled drawing of the 
circle, but if you wish to plot a circle to scale and measure the required 
data from it and so avoid calculation and possible coolision over signs 
then that is perfectly acceptable in T23S. 

With referncc to Figuns 60 and 65, determine by calculation the 
maximum shear stress, principal stresses, and locate the principal stress 
element and maximum shear stress element. Compare the results with the 
data I obtained by drawing in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

SA0 40 
With reference to SAQ 37, determine and locate the principal stress 
element by calculation, and compare with the data you obtained by 
drawing. 

5.5 Plane stress: maximum shear stress In three 
dimensions 

There is one finishing touch to the analysis of plane stress. We have been 
discussing stress elements in plane stress, with applied stresses associated 
with the third dimension z being zero. It is possible, however, for there to 
be a shear stress associated with the z direction, even in this case. If we 
describe the stress at a point in terms of the principal stresses, we have a 
principal stress element as shown in Figure 68. It is of course quite possible 
for one of the principal stresses to be zero, but we will still get a maximum 
shear stress (as in SAQs 29 and 34). 

That being the case, from the definition of plane stress (Section 3.1). as 
there is zero stress in the z direction we could say that there is actually a 
principal stress a,  = 0 in the z direction. So we could have two more 
Mohr's circles, one for a,  and a,, one for a,  and a,, each of which gives 
rise to a maximum shear stress, Figures 69 and 70. 

Even for plane stress then we wuld draw three Mohr's circles, one for a, ,  
a, (as we have been doing), one for a , ,  a ,  and one for a,! a,. The 
maximum shear stress overall would then be given by the rad~us of the 
biggest circle, which is not necessarily the a , ,  a ,  one. For convenience we 
can draw the three circles on the same set of a, r axes, Figure 71. 

Note that the maximum shear stress (overall) is associated with the a , ,  a, 
element (Figure 69) in this instance, and is almost double the maximum 
shear stress associated solely with the a , ,  a ,  element (Figure 68), the one 
we have been concentrating on. It is vital therefore that you consider the 
third dimension in cases where the maximum shear stress (i.e. the relevant 
circle radius) is biggest. Even in cases where the a, ,  a, circle happens to be 
the biggest you should note that you have considered the other cases as 
well. 

onnfmofa  
muimum hwr 
nrsu eimml 

I 
plans of maximum shwr nmaa 
(i.0. one flG. of a maximum 
shear Rraas elementl 

Figure 69 

/ plane of maximum 
shear stress (i.e. 

wz one fa- of a 
maximum shear 
men ekinentl 

Figure 70 

Figure 71 



TO utirmte C,, the O V t d  l lUXbUrn S- for applied 
atmm beghing with Mohr's oirdt in the 1,2 plute: 

1 Mark in the a, and a, pointa 
2 U- the a, point and the origin as cad-point8 of a dhmetm, 

draw the Mohr'a circle for the 13 plant. 
3 Using the a, point and the origin as endpoint8 of a clhotor, 

draw the MOWS drde for the 23 plane. 
4 DrawinthevaticPldhmetmofthelar~oirdtmd~off 

the maximum S- atrep, C,. 

( I )  

Figure 72 

SA0 41 
A structural component is designed such that the ductile material to be 
used may be subjected to each of the five states of plane stress 8hown in 
Agun 73. The material is known to yield when the shear s t m  reaches a 
value of 100 MN m-'. Estimate the safety factor in each of the five statos. 
(AU st- a n  in units of MNm-'.) 

Figure 73 

F i p n  74 shows the stresses at a point in a control lever. Estimate (a) the 
principal stresses, (b) the directions of the principal stresses, (c) the 
maximum shear stress. 

46 MN m-' "V m-aL 
1201 

Figure 74 



6 Summary 
The normal force per unit area is the normal stress a and the shear force 
per unit area is the shear stress r. Normal strain E is the ratio of the 
extension to the unstressed length. Shear strain y is the small angular 
change in radians at the corner of an originally rectangular element. 

The yield stress is the limiting stress that can be applied without 
permanent change of shape. It separates the elastic and plastic regions. In 
the elastic region linearity is assumed and stress can be modelled as W i g  
directly proportional to strain, a = EE where E is Young's modulus. For 
shear stress and strain, T = Gy, where G is the shear modulus. The safe 
working stress for a component depends on many factors including the 
material, its heat treatment and working, its environment, its size, how the 
loads are transmitted etc. 

A plane stress element for a point in a loaded body is generally subjected 
to a two-dimensional system of normal and shear stresses. These stresses 
can be transformed to stresses in other directions using the plane stress 
transformation equations. A plot of shear stress against normal stress for 
diaerent diiections from the point is a circle, known as Mohr's circle. The 
circle can be constructed from the known stresses on a plane element using 
the Mohr's Circle Produre in Stction 3. 

Mohr's CircIe for a given element is used to estimate the stresses on inclined 
elements, either graphically as an accurate scaled drawing, or as a sketched 
aid to calculation. The principal stresses at a point are the maximum and 
minimum values of the normal stress. The principal stresses and their 
directions can be estimated from Mohr's circle using the Principal Stresses 
Procedure in Section 4.2. Principal and maximum shear stress elements 
can be identified and analysed using Mohr's circle both graphically and 
analytically. Maximum shear stress in three dimensions for plane stress 
can be estimated by using three Mohr's circles for a point in a loaded 
component. 

A knowledge of the principal stresses, and the maximum shear stresses, 
together with information on the safe working stress, is necessary for the 
prediction of the safe performance of loaded bodies. 



Glossary 

Term Text 
referem 

Actual load (AL) 
Actual worst load (AWL) 

Allowable stress (AS) 
Compressive stress 
Elastic region 

Expected failure load (EFL) 2 5  

Expected load (EL) 

Failure stress (FS) 
Fracture stress, a~ 
Gri5th crack tbeory 

Load factor (LF) 2 5  
Load safety factor (LSFj 2.5 
Longitudinal strain 2.4 
Modulus of elasticity, E 2.2 
Modulus of rigidity, G 2.3 
Mohr's circle of stress 4.1 

Normal force 
Normal strain e 

Normal stress, a 

Plastic region 

Poisson's ratio, v 

Possible load (PL) 

Predicted stress (PS) 2.5 
Principal stresses, a,, U, 5.2 
Resistance factor (RFj 2.5 

Safe working load (SWL) 
Safe working stress (SWS) 

Shear force 

Shear modulus, G 
Shear strain, y 

Shear stress, .r 
Strain 
Stress 
Stress components 
Stress raiser 

Load applied in a given case 
Greatest load experienced by a structure. Only known in 
hindsight, with monitoring 
FS/RF in RF-LF method 
Compressive force per unit area 
Region of a stressstrain curve below yield and in which the 
original shape is recovered 
Load at which structure theoretically fails (RF X PL in RF-LF 
method) 
Expected load. OPten predicted from statistics (e.g. wind or 
wave loads) 
Stress at which material fails 
Stress causing material fracture 
Theory concerning the critical size at which a crack will 
suddenly propagate 
Factor in RF-LF method to allow for load uncertainties 
EFL/EL 
Same as normal strain 
Same as Young's modulus 
Same as shear modulus 
Circle, which results from a plot of shear stress against normal 
stress for different directions at a point 
Force component perpendicular to a surface 
Ratio of extension to unstressed length 
Normal force per unit area, may be wmpressive or tensile 
Region of a stress-strain curve between yield and fracture and 
in which the original shape is not recovered 
Ratio of transverse strain to longitudinal strain, v = -eJe 
Extreme load that wuld be experienced. EL X LF in RF-LF 
method 
Calculated stress for a given load, usually EL or PL 
Maximum and minimum values of the normal stress at a point 
Factor in RF-LF method to allow for material and structure 
uncertainties 
Load that a structure is permitted to carry 
Stress calculated from AL or EL at which material is deemed 
safe 
Force component along (tangential to) a surface 

Ratio of shear stress to shear strain in the linear elastic region 
Small angular change in radians at the corner of an originally 
rectangular element 
Shear force per unit area 
See normal strain, shear strain 
See normal stress, shear stress 
Stress pair (U, r) for a surface 
Feature causing a local stress increase 



Term Text Expluution 
rderence 

Streas safety factor (SSF) 25 Ratio of a material s t m  limit to calculated stress at given 
load (FSIPS) 

St Vcnant's Principle 25  The stress due to an applied load can be approximated by the 
average stress away from the immediate region of application 
of the load 

Tensile stress 1.1 Tensile fora per unit area 
Test load (TL) Load applied to verify structure, usually close to expected load 
Tested failure load (TFL) Load at which structure failed in test 
Transformation equations 3.4 

Tmversc strain 
Yield stress, a, 

Young's modulus E 
Working stress (WS) 

Equations to traosform stress components to other stress 
components on another inclined surfaa, or element 
Ratio of increase in width to uastrcsscd width 
Generally for design purposes a stress above which there is a 
permanent change in shape 
Ratio of normal strew to strain in the linear elastic region 
Ambiguous. Sometimes stress under actual load, sometimes safe 
workiig stress (SWS) 



Answers to Self-Assessment Questions 
S A 0  l S A 0  7 
(a) 1400 N s has no units; it is a ratio of lengths. 
(b) 1600N 

SA0  S 
SA0  2 For my band, initial length = 60 mm, breaking lengtb = 

(a) 9 380 mm. 

(h) 350N, 1400 N, 3150 N Failure strain = 
320 X 10-) m 
60 X lO-) m = 5.3. 

The units arc N m-' (also called pascal, Pa). 

S A 0  4 
Using F = aA 

The minimum cross-sectional area is 0.001 m'. 

The cross-sectional area is found by considering it to 
comprise three rectangles, two of which have 
dimensions 150 mm X 16 mm and one has dimensions 
248 mm X 16 mm. 

A = 2(150 X 10-a X 16 X lO-)) 

+(248 X 10-S X 16 X lO-)) m' 

F = #A = 250 X 10' N m-' X 8768 X 10-' m' 

(a) Cross-sectional area of the columns 

Each of the four columns effectively supports a mars 
of (l50 00014) kg, so the force on each column is 
F = 37 500 X 9.81 N. 

Using F = crA, 

The average mmpressive s t m  in the columns is 
175 MNn-'. 

(b) New cross-sectional area, 

The new cross-sectional area must be at least 
0.0023 m'. 

SA0  8 
( 3  8 = eIL = 0.1 mm/100 mm = 0.001 

(b) e=eL=OM)l x rnmm=0 .3 -  

Total length = 300.3 

S A 0  10 
(a) e=&L=-O.0007~2m=-0.0014m 

Final length = L  + e = 1.9986 m 

(b) A = 2500 X 10-' m' 

S A 0  11 
N m-', the same units as for normal s t m .  

The pin expcrlcnog shear foms of magpitude PO across 
two c r o d ~ g s  (Figure 15). 

Sheer fora  -Pp 
Ana - x X (J$ X lO-') m' -490.9 X 10-6 m' 

Average s h w  stress r - sheer lomc/am 

or shearfora-rxma 

P/2 = 100 X 106 N m-' X 490.9 X 10-6 m' 

= 49.1 kN 

P-2  X 49.1 kN-98.2kN 

The maximum allow8Me pull is 98 kN. 

(C) Ym, a solid column would have a cross-sectional area 
of 0.0025 m'. 



SA0 1s 
The plug crpcticnoc~l shear fo rm of magnitude F. equal 
to the punch fora  (Figure 76). 

c w v o d ~ a r r a o f t h e p l u g  

circumferula X height 

= n ~ 2 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ m x 1 0 x 1 0 - ' m  

= 785.4 X 10-6 m' 

Shcar force magnitude 

F-TA-MOx 1 0 6 N m - ' ~ 7 8 5 . 4 ~  10-6m2 - 236 kN 

The wowsary t o m  is 236 kN. 

SA0 l4 
(a) Fmmcos300=40mmpQ 

PQ=40mm/c01300-46.2mm 

SectionarcaA=462x 10 - 'mxmx  10-'m 

=g24 X 10-' m'. 

(b) F-MOkN 

(c) Nonnal force = F cos U)' - MO kN X cos 30' 

= 173.2 kN 

(d) Shcarfora=Fsin30"-MOkNx8inMo=100kN 

(c) Normal strns o = normal forcelarra 

Io 
Figure 77 

SA0 l8 
Load - 0.2 MN, Length = l m, 

Cross-sectional arca = 0.0036 m', 

S t m  = 55.6 MN m-', Strain - 0.001, 

Extension = l mm. 

SA0 l8 
(a) F - o(A/4) = 100 X 106 N m-' X 0.01 m' - 1 MN 

(b) 100MNm-' 

SAom 
Usine Tablc 1. com&n hilure occun for 
a,=-40MNm-' 

Thir h Mow the ykld strcsq W use o- E& 
E = 210 ON m-' 

o 98.1 X 1O6 N m-' = O.m 
Strain a - - - 

E 210x lVWm-' 

Extension e-aL-O.Wl467xZx 1P-0.93m 

SAQ PI 
UM a s u M p t  l for the long wire, 2 for the short wim. 

(a) Step I: The ammm variable is the crtcaaion e. 

Step 2: For thc long wire F, = AEe/Ll 

For the short wire F, = AEeIL, 

Step 3: Fl +F2= P 

AEe/L1 + AEeIL, -F 

AEe(l/Ll + I/&) - F 

Thlu 

e - F/{AE(IIL, + l/&)} 
continued ... 



Step 4: F = 20 X 9.81 N 

A = 0.7854 X 10-6 m' 

E = 210 GN m-' 

L,=2m, L'-O.5m 

- 0.000 476 m = 0.48 mm 

(h) For the long wire, &Pin S, =OIL, - 0.000 238 

For the short wim, strain 8, = eIL, = 0.000 952 

The loqgwir . sa s s in~ , -E8~=50MNm-~  

The short w h  stFaur in a, = m,= #)O MNm-' 

LongwinF,=o,A-39N 

Short wire F; = a2A = L57 N 

As a check you can see W t  the tataI force is 196 N 
(=m X 9.81 N). 

S A 0 1 5  
Uac a subscript 1 for the 0.6 m diammr wire, 2 for the 
nmowcr wire. 

Step I: The common variable is the fom P. 

Step 2: For wim 1, F= A, Ee,/L, 

For wim 2 F = A.EeEoJ& 

Stsp3: e-e,+e, 

e=(FLi/AIE) +(FLz/AIE) 

e-(F/E)(L,lA, + LJAa) 
Step 4: F = 200 N, E = 210 GN m-' 

L1=4m L,=12m 

A, -0.2827 X m' 

Al - 0.1257 X 10-6 mz 

Total extensi~) 

SA0 24 

(1) CO- 

(2) (-25, -22) MNm-' 

(3) (- 17, -55) MNm-' 

(4) (0. - 165) MN m-' 

SA0 26 

(a) ALl,CD(-20, -25)MNm-t 
BC, DA (15.25) MN m-a 

(h) 130" 

SA0 9Y 
F'igun79ahowsthoelcmmt.&ca~~l~theelsmcnt issmall 
the straMas on opposite faces are equal. 

SA0 27 
Using the trendonnation equations, md wmparing the 
element with Figurr 43 (all unitn in MN m-), we have: 

S,, - 76 

@P, = 24 
7, = r,= = 15 (h the dim4011 ahowa. a i p  allowed 

for already) 

:. u,=f(76+24)+f(76-24)~828+15siau) 

=50+26cos24+15sinu) 

Similarly 7, = f (76 - 24) sin 28 - 15 con 28 

-26sinu)-lScos28 

Substituting for 6, the values an: 

-- 
F-6 80 One grid squ- 10 MN M-' 



Figure 81 

840 J1 
Tbs centre awdinates are: (Ha, + a,). 0) 

i.e. (H80 + (-40)). 0) -(20.0,0) 

The radius is dve. by: ,/)(a, - a,,)' + r', 
U. ,/)(80-(-40))'+W -63.25 

r,MN m-' 

o,MN m-' 

mac. normal 
min. normal 
wess 

mu.  W r  

-m aImu 

Figure 83 

The maximum shear et-= i63.25 MN m-' (i.e. i the 
radius) 

The maximum normal stnss = 20 + 63.25 

= 83.25 MN m-' (i.e. centre coordinate + radius) 

The minimum normal stress = 20 - 63.25 

= -43.25 MN m-' (i.e. centre wordinate -radius) 

Figure 84 

Figure 85 

Figure 85 shows the strrsles on the element ali@ with 
the X, y d i d o m .  h a w  MohZa cirde (Figure 86). using 
the Mohr's Circle Procedure. 

(a) B= ISo: draw thc diameter X,Y, at W antidockwise 
to the XY diameter; d off the end-points. 

X1(18.5, 5.0) MNm-' and Y,(1.5, -5.0) MN m" 
are the atreas components for the indimd ckmmt 
(Figure 87a). 

continued ... 



(b) 8 = 75": diameter X,Y, at 15V. 

X'(1.5, 5.0) MNm-' md  Y,(18.5, -5.0) m m - '  
are the stress wmponents for the inclined element 
(Figure 8%). 

1.6 
(0 )  (b) 

Figure 87 

accuracy you achieve with the Mohr's circle method 
is determined by how accurately you draw the circle and 
your choice of scale.] 

SA0 86 
Draw Mohr's circle (Figure 88a). Draw diameter X,Y, at 
70" clockwise to the XY diemetcr. 

X,(-45,45) MNm-' and Y1(145, -45) MNm-' are the 
stress components for the indined element ( F i ~ r e  88b). 

(8) 

Figure 88 

840 88 
(a) 155 MN m-' maximum tensile strem 

(b) 68" anticlockwise from the x direction 

(C) 55 MN m-' maximum oompressive stms 

(d) 105 MNm-' 

(e) Zero 

SA0 37 
Draw Mohr's circle (Figure 89). using the Mohr'b circle 
proccdum. Estimate and draw the element with the 
principal strrss#l. 

a, = 110 MNm-', a, = -10 MNm-' 

2 8 = f W c l o c k ~  8-Wdoclrwisc 

Figm 90 s h m  the element experiencing the principal 
straucs. 

Figure 89 

11OMNm-8 

G-= 10 110\.\ \ 

\ 

Figure 90 

SA0 88 
Sec Figwe 89. 

From Mohr's cirole 7,. = f 60.0 MN m-'. 

305.0 B 
Thus the aafety factor is - 

60.0 

The maximum shear stress elnnent is shown in Figwe 91. 

Figure 91 

Thus a crack will appear on the plane of maximum shear 
mess, i.e. paraUel to m y  one of the element faan. 

SA0 30 

Maximum shear stress = f,/i(90 - 40)' + M' 

= f 39.05 MN m-) (39.0 by drawing) 

Maximum principal stress a, = H90 + 40) + 39.05 

= 104.05 MN m-' (104.0 by drawing) 

Minimum principal stress a' = f (90 + 40) - 39.05 

= 25.95 MN m-' (26.0 by drawing) 



Principal plane upon which a ,  acts (max. principal plane) 4 o, = 60 MN m-" no, -60 MN m" 
is at B from the X-face, where r,., = 30 MN m-' 

2 X 30 
O=f tan-' -=25.l0 clockwise 

90-40 

(25" by drawing) 

The maximum shear stress clement is 45' clockwise from 
the principal stress element (no need to calculate or 
measure this, it always is). 

SA0 40 
Maximum principal s t re~l  a ,  is: 

a1=f(60+40)+Jf(60-40)'+60' 

= 110.83 MN m-' (110 by drawing) 

( - l0  by drawing) 

(W by drawing) 

S t m  safety factor = 3.3 

The 1.2 'circle' is a point. 

5 a ,  60 MN m-', a, = 0 MN m-' 
7,. = 30 MN m-' 

Stress safety factor = 3.3 

The 2.3 'circle' is a point. 

SA0 42 
(a) Draw Mobr's circle (Figure 93a). Pdncipal S-, 

a ,  - -36 MN m-' and a, = - 144 MN m-' 

(b) 28 = 56'. 0 - 28" (Figure 93b) 

(C) T- = 72 MN m-' 

For each state draw Mohr's circle then use the Maximum 
Sbcar Stress Procedure (Figure 92). 

1 a, = 60 MN m-', a, = 30 MN m-' 
7,. = 30 MN m-' 

(0 )  

Figure 93 
Stress safety factor = 100 MN m-'130 MN m-' = 3.3 

2 a, = 60 MN m-', a, = -30 MN m-' 
7,.=45 MNm-' 

Stress safety factor = 100 MN m-'145 MN m-' = 2.2 

Strcss safety factor = 100 MN m-'130 MN m-' = 3.3 

Figure 92 




